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Subject Computer science, Arts, Mother Tongue, History  

Topic Stories Inspired by Photographs and Paintings Inspired by Stories  

Age of students 11 - 12 

Preparation time 30 minutes (the teacher must explore the online platform www.europeana.eu prior to the 
activity, teacher must prepare online spinner and interactive presentation) 

Teaching time Five 45-minute lessons 

Online teaching 
material  

Office365, Sway: http://bit.ly/europeana_photo  
Online Spinner  for photograph choice: http://bit.ly/photo_choice 
Bitly for a URL shortening 
Online application from Office365, Word or Google Doc for writing a story.  
OneNote Class Notebook or OneDrive or Google Disk or Padlet for presentation of student's 
works. 
Kahoot for assessment: http://bit.ly/project_assessment 
Office 365 Forms for feedback: http://bit.ly/feedback_project 
Mentimeter could be used by students to vote and comment on each story and painting: 
http://bit.ly/voting_project  

Offline teaching 
material 

Paint 3D 
 

Europeana resources 
used 

Europeana Collections-Photography: 
http://bit.ly/2SWPb0Z 
http://bit.ly/2NT7YJT 
http://bit.ly/2XQ8gWk 
http://bit.ly/2J1oXL7 
http://bit.ly/2VNbsQL 
http://bit.ly/2VNLhcG 
http://bit.ly/2H9Sh0f 
http://bit.ly/2Us7BZi 
http://bit.ly/2TA0px5 
http://bit.ly/2UBnGf2  
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 Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike CC BY-NC-SA. This license lets others remix, tweak, and 

build upon your work non-commercially, as long as they credit you and license their new creations 

under the identical terms. 

Integration into the curriculum 

In the Computer science curriculum among other things, two themes with the 5th graders(11 years old) are Collaboration tools 

and Painting 3D,  therefore this lesson fits into our national curriculum. 

Aim of the lesson 

Students develop their L1 writing skills through collaboration, they create digital paintings. The also improve their media literacy 

and learn how to use collaboration tools. 

Trends 

Collaborative Learning: group work  

Cloud Based Learning 

21st century skills 

This learning scenario focuses on 21st century skills: 

Creativity: students will use imagination for writing of the story and to relate it to visual illustrations. 

Collaboration: students will work in groups and distribute the tasks among themselves.  

Communication: students will display online photograph to the class and will present their story. 

Media Literacy:  students will explore, interpret and present various media forms (photograph, text and pictures). They will 

understand both how and why media messages are constructed, and for what purposes; understand how individuals interpret 

messages differently. 

ICT Literacy: students will use ICT tools to organize, collaborate, write a story, make a drawing and present content. 

Activities 

Describe here in detail all the activities during the lesson and the time they require. Remember, that your learning scenario needs 

to use Europeana resources. 

 

Name of 
activity 

Procedure Time 

Introduction The teacher divides students in groups of four (randomly or by specific 
criteria). 
 
The teacher presents the tasks that each group and each participant will have 
to perform:  
1. Each group of students is assigned one photograph from Europeana 
Collection. The teacher shares the photos by random selection using online 
tool  
(Online Spinner or similar tool), one photo per group. 

30 min 
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2. Each group has to write a story inspired by the photo they’ve been 
assigned. 
3. Each group of students has to make a digital painting inspired by the story 
they were assigned (they get a story of another group).  
4. Groups prepare presentations of the stories and paintings. 

Stories 
Inspired by 
the 
Photograph 

Each group looks at the photograph they have been assigned. They have to 
be creative and invent a story inspired by that photo. 
The story is written on a Google doc or Office365 (Word) which will be shared 
by the student coordinator of the group. The teacher will also have access to 
the doc.  
The introduction of the story is written by the student coordinator of the 
group. 
Then, the other three students write the rest of the story according to the 
order they are given: one student writes the plot, that is the second 
paragraph of the story following the introduction, the next student writes 
the climax, the third paragraph of the story, after the plot, and then the last 
student writes the end of the story, the conclusion. Each part will have 
around 50 words. 

90 min 

Paintings 
Inspired by 
Stories 

Each group gets the story of another group. They have to make a painting 
inspired by the story they are assigned (according to group order). The 
students use the jigsaw technique, which means that each member of the 
group will be in charge of a part of the painting. For the painting the students 
will have to use Paint 3D. As for the painting, after it is finished it has to be 
uploaded on the cloud and shared. 

60 min 

Present  the 
story and the 
painting 

Each group of students presents to the class their story and the painting. 
For this activaty students use Padlet. 

15 min 

Exhibition 
and voting 

We will exhibit the works of the students, on the notice board in the school. 
All the students will vote for the best story inspired by the photograph and 
the best painting inspired by story. http://bit.ly/voting_project 

15 min 

Final 
evaluation 

When students have finished working with the tasks, they have to answer 
some questions to evaluate the lesson. http://bit.ly/feedback_project 

15 min 

 

Assessment 

Teacher prepares a Kahoot quiz with questions about ICT tools which will be used during the lesson. The link: 

http://bit.ly/project_assessment 

 

******************************* AFTER IMPLEMENTATION ******************************* 

 

Student feedback 

Following the lesson, the teacher had a discussion about the lesson with students. In addition, the teacher prepared a  

questionnaire Office365 Forms to collect information about students’ attitude, feelings, knowledge and skills. The link:  

http://bit.ly/feedback_project 

http://bit.ly/voting_project
http://bit.ly/feedback_project
http://bit.ly/project_assessment
http://bit.ly/feedback_project
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Teacher’s remarks 

Stories inspired by photograph and paintings inspired by stories were successful and the lesson objectives were met so the   

students learned to use the collaboration tools and they wrote their first common story and created the first common digital 

image. The teacher's biggest concern was how her youngest  students would solve that task.  But, when we had a feedback session, 

the discussion and online survey, it is obvious that the students  enjoyed the lesson. 

About the Europeana DSI-4 project 

Europeana is Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, providing free online access to over 53 million digitised items drawn 

from Europe’s museums, archives, libraries and galleries. The Europeana DSI-4 project continues the work of the previous three 

Europeana Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs). It is the fourth iteration with a proven record of accomplishment in creating 

access, interoperability, visibility and use of European cultural heritage in the five target markets outlined: European Citizens, 

Education, Research, Creative Industries and Cultural Heritage Institutions. 

European Schoolnet (EUN) is the network of 34 European Ministries of Education, based in Brussels. As a not-for-profit 

organisation, EUN aims to bring innovation in teaching and learning to its key stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools, 

teachers, researchers, and industry partners. European Schoolnet’s task in the Europeana DSI-4 project is to continue and expand 

the Europeana Education Community. 

https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
http://www.eun.org/home

